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Abstract: 
The Effect of Fixation Plate Length on Spinal Instability Following Anterior Cervical Plate 
Fixation for the Repair of in Vitro Flexion-Distraction Injuries 
 
 
Introduction:	  Anterior	  cervical	  decompression	  and	  fusion	  with	  a	  plate	  (ACDFP)	  is	  a	  commonly	  performed	  	  treatment	  following	  a	  traumatic	  injury	  to	  the	  subaxial	  cervical	  spine.	  The	  purpose	  of	  the	  presented	  work	  was	  to	  determine	  the	  biomechanical	  effect	  of	  plate	  length	  on	  cervical	  spine	  kinematic	  stability	  following	  ACDFP	  stabilization	  for	  a	  simulated	  traumatic	  injury.	  	  
 
 
Methods:	  	  Eleven	  fresh-­‐frozen	  cadaveric	  C5-­‐C6	  and	  C6-­‐C7	  motion	  segments	  were	  examined	  in	  this	  study.	  	  To	  assess	  kinematics,	  flexibility	  testing	  was	  performed	  on	  each	  specimen	  using	  a	  spinal	  loading	  simulator.	  	  A	  testing	  protocol	  was	  designed	  to	  assess	  the	  kinematics	  of	  the	  following	  conditions:	  i)	  preinjury,	  ii)	  simulated	  soft	  tissue	  injury	  (both	  facet	  capsules,	  ½	  of	  the	  ligamentum	  flavum,	  and	  2/3	  of	  the	  annulus	  were	  sectioned	  along	  with	  an	  induced	  rotation	  to	  a	  unilateral	  facet	  perch),	  iii)	  ACDFP	  with	  22.5mm	  plate	  fixation,	  and	  iv)	  ACDFP	  with	  32.5mm	  fixation.	  Kinematic	  range	  of	  motion	  (ROM)	  data	  was	  collected	  and	  analyzed	  for	  motions	  of	  flexion-­‐extension,	  axial	  rotation,	  and	  lateral	  bending.	  	  
 
 
Results:	  The	  injury	  produced	  significantly	  greater	  motion	  than	  the	  pre-­‐injury	  state;	  with	  the	  greatest	  increase	  in	  motion	  occurring	  for	  axial	  rotation.	  	  Both	  plates	  were	  successful	  in	  significantly	  reducing	  the	  ROM	  (for	  all	  motion	  types)	  below	  the	  injured	  condition	  and	  there	  were	  no	  significant	  differences	  in	  the	  change	  in	  ROM	  between	  the	  two	  plate	  sizes.	  	  Furthermore,	  in	  flexion-­‐extension,	  both	  plates	  also	  significantly	  reduced	  the	  ROM	  below	  that	  of	  the	  intact	  condition.	  	  
Discussion	  and	  Conclusions:	  The	  results	  would	  suggest	  that	  the	  simulated	  injury	  was	  successful	  in	  generating	  spinal	  instability	  consistent	  with	  the	  intended	  injury.	  	  	  The	  position	  of	  the	  plate	  in	  the	  frontal	  plane	  is	  responsible	  for	  impeding	  the	  flexion-­‐extension	  ROM	  below	  the	  motions	  experienced	  by	  the	  intact	  condition.	  	  Finally,	  there	  were	  no	  differences	  between	  plate	  sizes	  for	  any	  of	  the	  measured	  motions.	  Therefore,	  	  we	  advise	  the	  use	  of	  smallest	  plates	  suitable	  to	  avoid	  the	  theoretical	  risk	  of	  adjacent	  level	  degeneration.	  	  
Keywords:  Cervical spine; facet joint; soft tissue injury; spinal instrumentation; 
biomechanics; kinematics; anterior cervical fusion. 
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1 CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
 
OVERVIEW:  This chapter introduces: the basic anatomy of the cervical spine, 
overview of spinal instability, followed by a review of cervical injury patterns and 
classification, surgical treatment options for flexion-distraction injuries, the 
evolution of surgical treatment techniques, the current standards of care and the 
most recent advances. This chapter concludes with thesis rationale and the overall 
objectives. 
1.1 ANATOMY OF THE CERVICAL SPINE  
  The cervical spine anatomy is complex. It can be divided into osseous, 
ligamentous, muscular and neurovascular anatomy.  The human spine allows 
motion of the head and neck throughout complicated neuromuscular control; it 
provides support for  the head weight and absorbs shock for the skull and brain; it 
also provides protection for the important neurovascular (White, A.A., Panjabi, 
M.M, 1990).  These functions are achieved by the osseous, ligamentous and soft 
tissues structures that stabilize the spine and generate mobility 
1.1.1 OSSEOUS ANATOMY 
  Cervical spine is formed of seven vertebrae of the thirty-three human 
spine vertebrae; the seven cervical vertebrae (C1-C7) are smallest, yet may be the 
most diverse from an osteology standpoint (Figure 1) (White and Panjabi, 1990).  
Starting with C1 at the cranial end, the cervical spine articulates with the base of the 
skull (occiput).  Caudally, it ends at C7, where it connects to the thoracic spine.  All 
cervical vertebrae consist of similar components to other bones of the body; a hard, 
compact cortical bone outer shell surrounded by a lighter, spongy cancellous (or 
trabecular) bone.  The cervical spine can be further subdivided into upper axial 
spine formed by C1-C2, and the subaxial spine consisting of C3-C7. We will 
discuss in detail the subaxial spine as it is relevant to this thesis.  
  2 
The vertebrae of the subaxial spine have similar anatomical features. Each vertebra 
is formed of a body, the lamina, two pedicles, two transverse processes, two lateral 
masses and a spinous process  (Figure 1) (White and Panjabi, 1990). The body is 
connected to a lamina through two pedicles. Pedicles in the cervical spine are short 
and not suitable for pedicle screw fixation with the exception of C2 and C7. 
Pedicles connect the lateral masses to the body. The lateral masses are divided into 
superior and inferior articular process. The laminas join in the midline to form the 
spinous process. This bony configuration forms a triangle “the vertebral foramen 
where the spinal cord runs”. Extending laterally from the body are the transverse 
processes, which form the transverse foramen in which the vertebral artery runs. 
Knowledge of this complex anatomy is essential to any surgeon treating with the 
cervical spine. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Bony Anatomy of the subaxial cervical vertebrae 
Each vertebra is formed of a body, the lamina, two pedicles, two transverse 
processes, two lateral masses and a spinous process (White and Panjabi, 1990). 
  3 
1.1.2 ARTICULATING JOINTS OF THE CERVICAL SPINE 
  Facet joints are relevant to this thesis.  They are formed by the superior  
and inferior articular processes of the inferior and superior vertebrae respectively. 
The articular facets are zygoapophyseal joints i.e., (flat synovial joints). Articular 
processes form an elliptical shaped articular surface, along with the synovial fluid 
and cartilage provides a very efficient sliding type joint (White and Panjabi, 1990). 
The uncovertebral joints are the other joints in the cervical spine, they are formed 
by the uncinate processs (Figure 2).	   These	   joints	   span	   from	   C3-­‐4	   to	   C7-­‐T1	  andallow	   for	  spinal	  mobility	  and	  neck	  range	  of	  motion	   (ROM),	  which	   include	  85	  degrees	  of	  Flexion,	  70	  	  degrees	  extension,	  40	  degrees	  of	  rotation.	  (Figure 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Articulating Joints of the Cervical spine 
The uncovertebral joint formed by the uncinate process and the superior end plate of the 
adjacent level. The Facet joint formed by the inferior and superior articular processes of 
adjacent level. Image	  from: McLachlin, Stewart D. (2013), "An Investigation of Subaxial Cervical 
Spine Trauma and Surgical Treatment through Biomechanical Simulation and Kinematic 
Analysis".	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Figure 3 Cervical facet joint anatomy 
Illustrates the capsular covering of the facet joint and its content. 
Images from www.spineuniversity.com 
 	  	   	  
	  	  	  Figure 4 Neck range of motion	  Image	  from:	  http://www.thehealthybackblog.com	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1.1.3 SOFT TISSUES 
  Soft tissue structures of the cervical spine provide significant amount of 
stability. Intervertebral disc (IVD) sit between adjacent vertebral bodies. The disc is 
formed by annulus pulposes, a fibrous ring, which surrounds the nucleus pulposus. 
The nucleas pulposus is formed of a gelatinous mass. The annulus fibrosus provides 
resistance for high bending and torsional loads, whereas the nucleus pulposes which 
act hydrostatically to absorb and distribute compressive loads (White and Panjabi, 
1990). The shape of the cervical IVD is a crescent like appearance unique to the 
cervical spine with a larger annulus anterior and a thin annulus posterior (Mercer & 
Bogduk, 1999). 
   
  Other important soft tissue stabilizers include the anterior longitudinal 
ligament (ALL), the posterior longitudinal ligament (PLL), the ligamentum flavum, 
and the posterior ligamentous complex.  The ALL runs along the anterior body of 
the vertebrae and is an important stabilizer for extension and translation. The ALL 
is transected when an anterior cervical discectomy and fusion is performed The 
plate spans the adjacent vertebral bodies to the fused level.  The length of the plate 
is very relevant to this thesis and will be discussed later. The PLL runs along the 
posterior aspect of the vertebral body and stabilizes against distraction and 
translation (Figure 5).  Other important soft tissue structures which mainly protects 
against flexion distraction and usually is injured in flexion distraction injuries 
comprise the posterior ligamentous complex (Holdsworth, 1970). The PLC includes 
the ligamentum flavum, interspinous and supraspinous ligaments, and capsular 
ligaments.  The PLC provides passive restraint of ROM rather than primary stability 
(Rasoulinejad et al., 2012). The capsular ligaments covers the whole facet joint. 
Most ligaments are largely collagenous in their make-up; however, the ligamentum 
flavum, which runs along the interior face of the laminae, is primarily elastin and 
under constant tension in the neutral position (White and Panjabi, 1990).  The 
interspinous and supraspinous ligaments connect the spinous processes. 
        Cervical spine musculature provides spinal stability. There are twenty-two 
muscles each has a specific role. Muscular function is not tested in this thesis. 
  6 
  
 
Figure 5 Ligamentous Anatomy Illustrates	  different	  ligaments	  of	  the	  cervical	  spine	  Images	  from	  www.spineuniversity.com	  
 
1.2 CERVICAL SPINE INSTABILITY: 
  Clinical instability is defined as the loss of the spine’s ability, under 
physiologic loads, to maintain its pattern of displacement (White and Panjabi, 
1990). Spinal stability is important to prevent pain, protect neural structures and 
allow motion. Clinical instability is identified when all the anterior or all the 
posterior elements are destroyed or unable to function or radiologically if more than 
3.5 mm horizontal displacement present or more than 11 degrees of rotation is seen 
at a motion segment on x-ray  (A. A. White 3rd, Johnson, Panjabi, & Southwick, 
1975) . Stability of a structure can be considered as a dynamic or static state. Its 
structures ligaments, discs, joints, and musculature maintain spine stability. 
Instability can occur when there is injury to these essential structures, or when these 
structures degenerate with aging. Instability can also be iatrogenic caused by 
surgical decompression. Spinal instability can result in debilitating pain that can 
significantly impact a patient’s life. This pain can change the kinematics of the 
abdulaziz alkuwari  7/18/14 2:13 PM
Formatted: Normal, Indent: Left:  0.38",
Line spacing:  1.5 lines
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cervical spine. Spinal instability is not easy to quantify or study (Reeves, Narendra, 
& Cholewicki, 2007). spine. Spinal instability is not easy to quantify or study 
(Reeves, Narendra, & Cholewicki, 2007). In our thesis, we are utilizing the 
percentage change in ROM to study the kinematics of the cervical spine instability. 
Neutral zone NZ is the range over which a spinal motion segment (SMS) moves 
with minimal resistance   (Smit, van Tunen, van der Veen, Kingma, & van Dieen, 
2011). Its widely used in biomechanical studies to Asses spinal stability (DeVries, 
Gandhi, Fredericks, Grosland, & Smucker, 2012; Rasoulinejad et al., 2012).  
1.3 CERVICAL SPINE TRAUMA FRACTURE CLASSIFICATION AND 
SURGICAL TREATMENT 
  Cervical spine trauma can result in devastating injury with lifelong 
disability. Cervical spine injuries represent around 3-6% of emergency visits, which 
equate to around 150000 cases per year in North America. Forty percent of those 
injuries are considered unstable injuries (Milby, Halpern, Guo, & Stein, 2008). The 
subaxial spine accounts for 65% of all fractures  (Vaccaro et al., 2007). We will 
discuss the classification of subaxial injuries followed by a discussion about options 
of treatment. 
1.3.1 CLASSIFICATION OF SUBAXIAL TRAUMATIC INJURIES 
  Fractures can be classified by anatomical features, mechanism of injury or 
morphology. There is no all inclusive classification system for subaxial fractures. 
Frank Holdsworth classified the features of 1000 injuries according to clinical and 
radiographic features into wedge fracture, dislocation, rotational fracture 
dislocation, extension injury, burst injury, and shear fracture. He highlighted the 
importance of PLC posteroligamentous structures (Holdsworth, 1970).  Allen-
Ferguson system is a very popular classification system; it is a mechanistic 
classification of injury. Therefore, it is easier to apply in biomechanical studies. It 
divides cervical injuries into: flexion compression, vertical compression, flexion 
distraction, compressive extension, distractive extension, and lateral flexion (Allen, 
Ferguson, Lehmann, & O'Brien, 1982). Each mechanism is further subdivided 
according to the extent of the damage to the spinal column. This classification is a 
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good predictor of neurological outcome (Nakashima, Yukawa, Ito, Machino, & 
Kato, 2011). 
        Alexander Vaccaro proposed a classification system that includes morphology, 
status of discoligamentous complex (DLC), and neurological status that assigns 
points based on severity of injury and according to the total number of points 
directs the decision to operate or manage the patient conservatively (Vaccaro et al., 
2007). 
1.3.1.1 FLEXION-DISTRACTION INJURIES OF THE ALLEN-FERGUSON 
CLASSIFICATION 
  Allen et al divided flexion-distraction injuries into four different stages, 
based on the severity of post-injury translational displacement (Allen et al., 1982).  
Stage 1 involves an isolated posterior ligamentous injury resulting in facet 
subluxation.  Stage 2 is a unilateral facet dislocation. Stage 3 involves a bilateral 
facet dislocation with 50 percent displacement of the superior vertebral body 
relative to the inferior vertebral body (50% anterolisthesis). Stage 4 is a complete 
dislocation of all three columns (100% anterolisthesis). This thesis focuses on stage 
1 injury.  The unilateral facet perch injury model, an in-vitro protocol to create this 
injury, has been designed and validated in our lab  (Nadeau et al., 2012). 
 
1.3.1.1.1 UNILATERAL FACET PERCH INJURY MODEL 
  Vaccaro et al studied this injury in depth, he identified ligamentum 
flavum, nucleus pulposus, and facet capsules as the most commonly disrupted 
structures observed on MRI, with the interspinous and supraspinous ligament also 
disrupted in 60% and 40% of their specimens, respectively  (Vaccaro et al., 2001) . 
However, Sim et al demonstrated that the disruption of anterior and posterior 
longitudinal ligaments is not necessary for a unilateral facet dislocation to occur 
(Sim et al., 2001). Again they found that ipsilateral facet capsule, anulus fibrosus, 
and ligamentum flavum to be the main soft tissue stabilizers that need to be 
disrupted to produce a unilateral facet dislocation. Nadaeu et al created the model 
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for a unilateral facet perch in a cadaveric study. Following examination of the 
injury specimens, it was determined that there was a capsular injury in all 
specimens, ninety percent being a bilateral capsular injury. There was a one 
hundred percent injury to annulus. The injured portion of the annulus and nucleus 
pulposus was found to be contralateral to the facet perch. Eight of the nine 
specimens had at least 50% of the ligamentum flavum injured, with the ipsilateral 
side more often affected (67%). The interspinous ligament was injured in 30% of 
specimens, and the supraspinous ligament injury rate was 40%, it was stretched but 
never completely torn.  Our injury protocol was developed from this injury model 
(Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Injury Mechanism  
A Photograph showing the direct visualization of the facet to be injured prior to testing, 
by virtue of a lateral capsular surgical slit. The solid white lines indicate the initial 
positions of the inferior articular process of the cranial vertebra and the superior articular 
process of the caudal vertebra (i.e., the facet joint). Small marks were defined on the 
anterior and posterior aspects of the articular processes to assist with identifying the 
instance of facet perch. B Photograph showing that when this position was achieved (as 
identified by the solid white lines), the mechanism of injury was halted (axial torque 
component) and rotated back into a reduced position. 
Image from: Nadeau M et al. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2012;94:e156 
 
 
 
 
1.4 TREATMENT OPTIONS 
  Cervical fractures present a wide array of injuries; there are many variable 
to consider when deciding the plan of treatment. Treatment can be either 
conservative with external immobilization with a halo or orthosis or by a surgical 
intervention in the form of a cervical fusion. The fusion level, the number of levels 
and the approach used depends on multiple factors. We will discuss these treatment 
options.   
1.4.1 CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT 
  Conservative treatment in the form of closed reduction and external 
immobilization (Figure 7) can result in some improvement of neurological 
symptoms however there is high chance of late kyphosis requiring surgery  
(Koivikko, Myllynen, & Santavirta, 2004). Bransford et al reported 85 % success in 
treatment of 342 patients with cervical injuries and considers it a reasonable option 
with an acceptable rate of complications (Bransford, Stevens, Uyeji, Bellabarba, & 
Chapman, 2009). Complications of external immobilization include pin site 
infection, skull penetration pneumonia and loss of reduction (van Middendorp, 
Slooff, Nellestein, & Oner, 2009). 
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Figure 7 External Immobilization 
This figure shows the halo bracing. This can be a valid option in select patients with risk 
of some complications including pin site infection, skull penetration pneumonia and loss 
of reduction   (van Middendorp et al., 2009) . 
Image source: http://www.gferreira.co.za 
 
1.4.2 SURGICAL TREATMENT 
  Current literature suggests that surgical outcomes are superior to non-
operative treatment with non-operatively treated patients reporting more pain at 18 
months follow up  (Table 1) (Dvorak et al., 2007; Sellin et al., 2014). The ultimate 
goal of the surgery is to provide a definitive stability through the injured level.  This 
is most commonly accomplished by producing a fusion of the injured level.  The 
fusion can be achieved by a variety of surgical techniques and multiple bone graft 
options. The first reports of surgical stabilization for cervical instability date to the 
1900 when Hadara stabilized a fracture dislocation in a 30-year-old man with 
progressive neurological deficit (Denaro & Di Martino, 2011). Since then, a huge 
advancement in surgical techniques occurred especially with the introduction of the 
plate and screw fixation system by Roy-Camille, which utilized the fixation of the 
lateral masses (Roy-Camille & Saillant, 1972). This technique utilized a posterior 
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approach to the cervical spine. It remains a very commonly performed approach for 
treating subaxial facet fracture-dislocations. 
   
 
TABLE 1: Mean score for NASS PD and SF-36 pain scores. 
Shows significantly less pain scores for operatively treated patients. 
TABLE from  (Dvorak et al., 2007).   
 
   
However, there is ample clinical evidence which also supports the use of an 
anterior approach in the form of Anterior Cervical Decompression and Fusion with 
plate (ACDFP). 
(Henriques, Olerud, Bergman, & Jonsson, 2004; Lambiris, Zouboulis, 
Tyllianakis, & Panagiotopoulos, 2003; Ordonez, Benzel, Naderi, & Weller, 2000).  
Hence, there remains controversy over the most appropriate surgical approach for 
stabilization (Johnson et al., 2004; Kwon et al., 2007). specially in the setting of a 
facet fracture. Kwon et. al. performed a prospective randomized controlled trial of 
anterior compared with posterior stabilization for unilateral facet injuries of the 
cervical spine and showed no significance difference in long term outcome, thus 
considering both options viable alternatives for treating these injuries  (Kwon et al., 
2007). Despite this clinical evidence, biomechanical testing consistently finds 
ACDFP to be less stable than a posterior screw rod construction, particularly in 
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axial rotation (McLachlin et al., 2011). Anterior Cervical Decompression and 
Fusion ACDF has been shown to reduce ROM in models of cervical injury (Duggal 
et al., 2005; Rasoulinejad et al., 2012). However when fractures are rotationally 
unstable, ACDF with a plate is not biomechanically sufficient (Smith, Lindsey, 
Doherty, Alexander, & Dickson, 1993), and a combined anterior-posterior approach 
or posterior only approach have been recommended in this case. 
 
Figure 8 TYPE OF SURGICAL FIXATION 
Posterior: Lateral mass screws and rods shown in the C5-C6 vertebrae.  Anterior: ACDFP 
in the C3-C4 vertebrae.  Combined: Multi-level ACDFP with supplemental lateral mass 
screws and rods in the C4-C6 vertebrae. 
IMAGE from McLachlin, Stewart D., "An Investigation of Subaxial Cervical Spine 
Trauma and Surgical Treatment through Biomechanical Simulation and Kinematic 
Analysis" (2013). University of Western Ontario - Electronic Thesis and Dissertation 
Repository. Paper 1216. 
http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/etd/1216 
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1.4.2.1 SURGICAL  FUSION OPTIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS 
  In this section we will go through the evolution of ACDF, different fusion 
options and the new advances in the treatment of cervical fractures. We will also 
discuss possible reasons for hardware failure and adjacent level disease. 
1.4.2.1.1 ANTERIOR CERVICAL FUSION 
  Anterior cervical fusion options are vast. They vary in configuration from 
the standard anterior plate with an iliac crest graft to the new innovations of 
interbody devices with fixation or without fixation as a stand alone cages, This  last 
option is not suitable for trauma. There are advantages and disadvantages to all 
fusion devices. Anterior cervical fusion with a plate and iliac crest graft has been 
the standard of care for fusion. Plates designs have evolved from uni-cortical 
fixation, which had poor screw purchase, followed by bi-cortical screws, to the 
development of locked plate systems; which have revolutionized the anterior 
cervical fusion and made this fusion option the standard of care for cervical fusion 
for many years. However the associated morbidity with ACDF, which includes 
swallowing difficulty, persistent pain, pseudoarthrosis, adjacent level degeneration 
(Bullard & Valentine, 2013; J. Y. Park et al., 2013) , and morbidity from iliac crest 
harvest (Chau & Mobbs, 2009; Heneghan & McCabe, 2009; Silber et al., 2003) , 
have led surgeons to discover new techniques and fusion strategies.  
  Therefore, many innovative surgical techniques that have been discovered. 
Vanek P et al. compared three fusion options for ACDF for degenerative disc 
disease: a stand alone autograft vs autograft with a plate vs PEEK Cage with beta-
tricalcium phosphate with a plate (Vanek, 2012).. The worst outcome was with the 
stand alone autograft, where as the best outcome was with autograft and a plate. He 
found similar results with using plate and cage filled with beta-tricalcium 
phosphate, which suggest beta-tricalcium phosphate a suitable alternative to 
autologous bone graft (Vanek, 2012). Another alternative to iliac crest autograft is 
Poly Ether Ketone PEEK cages filled with autologous iliac crest bone graft 
harvested percutaneously, Delepine et al. reported hundred percent fusion rate with 
this technique  (Delepine, Jund, Schlatterer, & de Peretti, 2007) . 
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1.4.2.1.2 NON-INSTRUMENTED FUSION OPTIONS 
  There are many non instrumented interbody devices used as a stand alone 
interbody device. This technology doesn’t apply to trauma routinely since there has 
been no trials proving their effectiveness to provide stability in the setting of 
trauma. However, we will discuss them briefly for the sake of completion of fusion 
options. Numerous non-instrumented fusion options are available (Figure 9) with 
good short-term results, but unknown long-term results. Cao L et al. compared the 
biomechanical stability of stand alone cages in sheep cervical spine and compared it 
to a novel polylactic acid nanosized beta tricalcium phosphate bio absorbable cage 
(BCFC) (Cao et al., 2012). This study showed no difference in stability in Range of 
motion among these devices except for a superiority of the BCFC device in flexion 
extension over other cages (Solis, Stryker Spine, South Allendale, NJ, USA). 
Anterior cervical fusion with a plate ACP and iliac crest graft showed better 
stability in flexion extension. Interestingly the design of the device with BCFC and 
the solis cage with a convex surface showed a better stability than the flat 
Medtronic cage (Cao et al., 2012) . These devices have a strong potential since they 
are technically much less demanding than ACDF with a plate. 
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Figure 9 Different Interbody fusion Options 
A-Autologus bone graft. B-medtronic cage. C-solis cage. D- BCFC device. 
These devices are alternatives to structural autograft. 
Image from  (Cao et al., 2012)  
  
 
1.4.2.1.3 NEW INTERBODY FUSION OPTION 
  New techniques have recently been introduced to manage cervical flexion 
distraction injuries involving the use of an interbody spacers with a locked screw 
mechanism.  Previously, this technique has been commonly used for the treatment 
of degenerative disc disease, however a recent biomechanical study by  Wojewnik 
B et al. evaluated the stability of this device using  a locked screw configuration 
(figure 10) ; they found a 66% reduction of ROM in the injured specimens  
(Wojewnik et al., 2013) . They claim this is satisfactory and advise to use it in the 
sitting of trauma with the addition of external immobilization with a collar.This 
technique is promising; it could be the future standard of care for cervical fusion as 
it is low profile which mean less chances of irritation to surrounding structures, has 
fewer complications than ACDF with plate and less technically demanding than 
ACDF with a plate. It might also prove to have a lower rate of adjacent level 
degeneration, as there is less chance of injury to anterior longitudinal ligament, 
hence less chance of changing spine kinematics. 
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Figure 10 New Interbody device zero-p cage a new device that provides satisfactory 
stability in cervical trauma. 
Image from (Wojewnik,B., 2013). 
 
 
   
1.4.2.1.4  ACDF CONSTRUCT RELATED POSSIBLE COMPLICATIONS 
 There are long term related complications which might be related to the construct 
configuration i.e. the position of the screws, the plate size, the graft size and the 
technical aspect of the procedure which include proper end plate preparation for 
fusion and type of graft used. All these factors make it extremely difficult to ascertain 
the cause of failure of the construct. Construct integrity would, usually, fail if the 
fusion mass failed to unite (Figure 11). Another important point that might be related 
to the stability of the construct is loss of alignment, postoperative kyphosis (Figure 
12) and adjacent level disease (Johnson et al., 2004).   
Studies have showed that fusing one level result in a change in the kinematics of the 
adjacent level  (Anderson et al., 2012) . Schwab et.al observed increased range of 
motion on adjacent segments to the fusion (Schwab, Diangelo, & Foley, 2006). 
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Moreover the larger plates may result in damage to the ALL spanning the adjacent 
level which might be a factor for adjacent level disease. Park Jb et. al retrospectively 
studied the lateral radiographs of 116 patients who had solid fusion post ACDFP to 
show that the plate to disc distance (PDD) is directly related to likelihood of acquiring 
adjacent level ossification.  They proposed to have at least 5mm PDD (Figure 13) to 
reduce the likelihood of adjacent level ossification  (J. B. Park, Cho, & Riew, 2005) . 
The graft size has been shown to affect the stability of ACDF construct where	  
undersizing the graft results in both facet overlap and locking of the uncovertebral 
joints, providing greater stability in lateral flexion and axial rotation, while oversizing 
the graft provides greater stability in flexion-extension ( Yao et al., 2014). Another 
crucial point that could have an impact on the stability of the construct is the 
morphology of the fracture  a 13 % radiographic failure rate has been reported when a 
bilateral facet fracture is associated with a concomitant fracture of the superior 
endplate of the caudal vertebra involved in the injury. They also noted that most 
failures involved the pullout of the screws from the caudal vertebra, with the screws 
cutting out inferiorly. The authors suggested an inverse correlation between the 
distance between the inferior end plate and the lower screw and failure  (Johnson et 
al., 2004).  
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Figure 11 Failed Hardware 
A lateral radiograph 16 months after surgery shows a nearly total disengagement of the 
screw and plate. 
Image from: The Significance of Hardware Failure in Anterior Cervical Plate Fixation: 
Patients With 2- to 7-Year Follow-up. Lowery, Gary; McDonough, Richard. Spine 
23(2):181-186, January 15, 1998. 
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Figure 12 Failed hardware with loss of allignment 
A. Lateral radiograph at the time of a C6-7 bilateral facet dislocation with fracture of the 
superior endplate of C7. B. Lateral radiograph imediately postopertively, showing no 
translation and satisfactory alignment. C. Final follow-up radiograph revealing significant 
translation, kyphosis, and pull-out of the C7 screws 
Image from:	  The Radiographic Failure of Single Segment Anterior Cervical Plate Fixation in 
Traumatic Cervical Flexion Distraction Injuries. Johnson, Michael; Fisher, Charles; Boyd, Michael; 
Pitzen, Tobias; Oxland, Thomas; Dvorak, Marcel. Spine 29(24):2815-2820, December 15, 2004. 
 
 
  
Figure 13 
Illustrates the Plate to disc distance should be more than 5mm. 
Image from: The Radiographic Failure of Single Segment Anterior Cervical Plate Fixation in 
Traumatic Cervical Flexion Distraction Injuries. Johnson, Michael; Fisher, Charles; Boyd, Michael; 
Pitzen, Tobias; Oxland, Thomas; Dvorak, Marcel. Spine 29(24):2815-2820, December 15, 2004. 
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1.5 CERVICAL BIOMECHANICAL STUDIES 
       Cervical biomechanical studies provide invaluable information 
about cervical kinematics; this information can improve surgical techniques hence 
improving patient outcomes. Extensive work in this field has been performed by 
Panjabi et al. through utilizing spinal simulators, They pioneered the techniques that 
became the standard of testing for new surgical devices (Panjabi & White, 1971). 
However there are disadvantages to this mode of testing. First, the cost of human 
cadaveric studies is high, this, usually, affects the sample size in any biomechanical 
study. The cadavers bone quality is not optimum as most specimens are from elderly 
osteoporotic patients. Decreased bone density has been shown to reduce stability  
(Dvorak et al., 2005). Porcine models have been an acceptable alternative (Hongo et 
al., 2008; Smith et al., 1993). Preparation and handling of specimens require 
meticulous surgical experience and time. Often specimens need to be thawed and 
frozen again, but biomechanical studies have shown  that this doesn’t affect the 
mechanical properties of specimens  (Hongo et al., 2008).  
 
Range of motion in spine assessed by measuring six degrees of motion (DOF), which 
is calculated by assessing finite helical axis FHA   (Dugailly et al., 2013; M. Panjabi 
& White, 1971). This method is widely used in cervical biomechanical studies 
(Figure 2.5) (Anderst, Lee, Donaldson, & Kang, 2013; Nadeau et al., 2012).  Motion 
is tracked using optical traking systems. The system used in this work was the 
Optotrak Certus® (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada) which is a 
commonly used measurement tools for this purpose.  Rigid body trackers are placed 
on each body of interest (i.e., cephalic and caudal vertebra), points on the object are 
digitized, and their motion is tracked relative to a fixed camera system. Coordinate 
systems were originally developed by Panjabi et al in 1981 (M. M. Panjabi, Krag, & 
Goel, 1981).  Since then this method has improved, especially with the advances in 
computer and navigation technology (Kettler et al., 2004). This new technology and 
advances revolutionized the study of spine kinematics and made it a favorable method 
to examine and improve new surgical devices. 
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Figure 14 Finite Helical Axis 
The finite helical axis describes a unique axis in space about which an object rotates (Φ) 
and along which it translates (t) between two frames of motion.  The axis is defined in 
space by a vector (n) and an intercept (p) with a plane of interest (as shown with YZ 
plane).  This intercept is the centre of rotation in that plane. 
Image from McLachlin, Stewart D. (2013), "An Investigation of Subaxial Cervical Spine 
Trauma and Surgical Treatment through Biomechanical Simulation and Kinematic 
Analysis". 
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Figure 15 Spine simulator 
Illustration showing the spine simulator that was built in our lab, a main axial and torque 
actuator along with an additional off-axis torque actuator. The two loading arms, ball 
splines with universal joints at each end, connect the actuators to the upper fixture to 
apply bending moments to the specimen. Inset photograph showing cadaveric cervical 
spine segments that were mounted in the upper (A) and lower (B) potting fixtures of the 
spinal loading simulator, with Optotrak Smart Markers (C) attached to each fixture for 
motion tracking. 
Image from: Nadeau M et al. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2012;94:e156 
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Figure 16 Motion tracking system 
(A) An Optotrak Certus® motion tracking system was used to capture the induced spinal 
kinematics in this study (and subsequent chapters).  The system consists of three camera 
sensors, which are used to identify the 3D location (i.e., X, Y, and Z positions) of infrared 
markers in its visible capture volume.  (B) The rigid body trackers were the prepackaged 
Optotrak® Smart Markers, which consist of three infrared markers used to output six-
DOF pose information of the tracker (i.e., three rotations and three translations). 
Image from: Nadeau M et al. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2012;94:e156 
 
 
 
1.6 THESIS RATIONALE  
  Cervical spine trauma is complex. There are multiple types of injuries, 
which subdivided into more specific and unique injuries. The most commonly utilized 
surgical treatment for a unilateral fracture dislocation is ACDFP. This treatment has 
been associated with short and long term complications. Some complications are 
attributed to the size of the plate used in ACDF, including post-fusion adjacent level 
degeneration, pseudo-arthrosis, and hardware failure. Choosing the plate size remains 
poorly investigated and controversial. Currently, surgeons will typically choose a 
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larger plate thinking that the construct would be more stable. Stability is crucial for 
fusion and reduction of the chances of pseudo-arthrosis and hardware failure. 
However, longer plates are associated with post fusion adjacent level degeneration. 
With the short plates there is sparing of a large portion of the vertebra between the 
plate-screw-bone interface and the adjacent disc level that might allow for some 
elasticity of the bone, which might have an effect on adjacent level degeneration. 
There is also sparing of adjacent level ALL, which might negatively affect the 
stability of adjacent level and predispose to adjacent level degeneration. Therefore, 
although large plates may result in a more stable construct, they are associated with 
an increased risk of adjacent level degeneration. 
1.6.1 OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES  
 The overall objective of this thesis was to investigate the change in kinematics of 
the cervical spine after a flexion-distraction injury fixed using ACDFP and 
specifically to determine if plate length significantly alters the biomechanical 
kinematics of ACDFP when stabilizing a unilateral cervical facet dislocation. 
 This will be accomplished through the following specific objectives: 
1. Evaluate the intact cervical spine ROM. 
2. Evaluate the cervical spine ROM after a flexion-distraction injury. 
3. Evaluate the cervical spine ROM after a standard Anterior Cervical Decompression and 
Fusion using two plates of different sizes: large and small. 
The hypotheses of this thesis were 
1. The flexion-distraction injury will increase the ROM of Cervical Spine in all planes of 
motion: flexion-extension, axial rotation, and lateral bend. 
2. Anterior Cervical Decompression and Fusion with a standard plate and graft can sufficiently 
stabilize the cervical spine. 
3. A larger plate will  provide better stability of the ACDFP  than the smaller plates.  
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2 CHAPTER 2: 
OVERVIEW: This Chapter presents the thesis Integrated Article in the format of a 
Manuscript. The article is presented, as it will be submitted for the Journal, it 
contains an introduction, materials and methods, discussion and conclusion. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Flexion-distraction injuries account for approximately 10% of subaxial cervical 
spine trauma, most commonly a result of motor vehicle accidents (Allen, Ferguson, 
Lehmann, & O’Brien, 1982). Within this injury mechanism, facet joint subluxation is a 
less common injury pattern compared to facet fracture-dislocations, yet is still 
characterized by significant soft tissue disruption (Allen et al., 1982; Dvorak, Fisher, 
Fehlings, et al., 2007). Prior in vivo and in vitro studies have identified the facet capsules, 
ligamentum flavum, annulus, and nucleus pulposus as the structures commonly involved 
in flexion-distraction injuries (Mélissa Nadeau et al., 2012; Sim, Vaccaro, Berzlanovich, 
Schwarz, & Sim, 2001; Vaccaro et al., 2001).  Further biomechanical evidence has shown 
this injury pattern produces mechanical/kinematic instability at the injured motion 
segment which can be further exaggerated with the addition of a facet fracture (Neil R 
Crawford et al., 2002; Mélissa Nadeau et al., 2012). Current literature suggests that 
surgical patients report lower long term pain when compared to those treated with non-
surgical interventions (Dvorak, Fisher, Aarabi, et al., 2007). 
Although, the most appropriate surgical approach for stabilization remains 
controversial (Johnson et al., 2004; Kwon et al., 2007), especially with the presentation a 
facet fracture. There is clinical evidence that supports the use of Anterior Cervical 
Discectomy and Fusion with plating (ACDFP).(Henriques, Olerud, Bergman, & Jónsson, 
2004; Lambiris, Zouboulis, Tyllianakis, & Panagiotopoulos, 2003; Ordonez, Benzel, 
Naderi, & Weller, 2000) ACDFP has been previously shown to restore kinematic stability 
in biomechanical models of unilateral facet injury (Duggal et al., 2005; Rasoulinejad et 
al., 2012). However, a variety of factors have been demonstrated to play a role in 
determining the overall construct stability following surgery, such as the severity of the 
soft tissue injury, degree of subluxation/dislocation, bone graft height, and the presence 
of an associated facet and/or endplate fracture (Johnson et al., 2004; J. Y. Park et al., 
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2013; Yao et al., 2014). Another potentially important factor that, to the authors’ 
knowledge, has not been investigated is the independent effect of plate length on the 
kinematics of the ACDFP construct. It was hypothesized that the effect of placing screws 
immediately adjacent to the endplates of the stabilized level with a shorter plate would 
provide less stabilizing than engaging the adjacent bone end plates located a greater 
distance from the stabilized level. Therefore, the purpose of the current study was to 
determine the biomechanical effect of plate length on cervical spine kinematic stability 
following ACDFP stabilization for the treatment of simulated traumatic injuries to the 
subaxial cervical spine. 
2.2 METHODS 
Eleven fresh-frozen cadaveric cervical spine segments of varying segments 
lengths (either C4-C7 or C5-C7) were used in this study.  Prior to testing, each specimen 
was scanned via CT imaging to rule out any confounding pathology.  The specimens 
were thawed overnight at room temperature and cleaned of all musculature while the 
ligaments, discs, and joint capsules were left intact.  With an interest in examining 
motion at a single level, either C5-C6 or C6-C7 was left free, with the motion segments 
above and below the segments of interest immobilized with screws through the most 
distal and proximal endplates.  Each end of the specimen was potted in sections of PVC 
tubing using dental cement (Denstone™ Heraeus Kulzer Inc., South Bend, IN).   
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Figure 17 Experimental setup of the specimen.  
Shown is the application of FE and AR bending to induce a simulated unilateral facet 
perch injury.  Two Optotrak smart markers track the motion of the C5-C6 segment to 
determine changes in kinematic stability. 
 
Experimental testing, using the flexibility methodology, was performed on each 
specimen using a custom spinal loading simulator modified from a materials testing 
machine (Instron© 8874, Canton, MA) (Panjabi, 1992; Rasoulinejad et al., 2012). 
Loading was applied to the cranial end of each specimen via a custom designed loading 
arm to induce independent flexion-extension, axial rotation, and lateral bending motions 
(Figure 1).  The loading arm was telescopic with universal joints at each end to transmit 
torsion in a single anatomic plane and allow for unconstrained motion in the remaining 
five degrees-of-freedom (Goertzen, Lane, & Oxland, 2004). For each motion, the 
specimens were loaded at 3°/s up to a target of ±1.5Nm (Pitzen et al., 2003).  To 
minimize viscoelastic effects, two preconditioning cycles were applied to the specimens 
followed by a third cycle from which the data were analyzed (Wilke, Wenger, & Claes, 
1998). Spine motion was captured using an Optotrak Certus motion tracking system 
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(NDI, Waterloo, ON).  Rigid body smart markers were attached to the cranial and caudal 
potting fixtures holding the respective ends of the free motion segment.  Bony landmarks 
on each vertebrae were digitized to create local bone coordinate systems to determine 
anatomic rotations using Euler angle analysis (N R Crawford & Dickman, 1997). 
To establish baseline motions, the specimens were initially tested in an intact, or 
pre-injury state. Subsequently, using a previously validated technique,(Melissa Nadeau, 
McLachlin, Bailey, Gurr, & Dunning, Cynthia E Bailey, 2012)  a unilateral facet perch 
(UFP) injury in the right facet joint at C5-C6 was simulated. To generate this injury, the 
following structures were sectioned: both facet capsules, the right half of the ligamentum 
flavum, the complete left annulus and the anterior half of the right annulus. The 
remaining tissues were additionally stretched to a unilateral perched position through 
manual rotation and then rotated back to the initial position.   The motion of the injured 
specimens was then evaluated prior to surgical fixation. Instrumented stabilization 
consisted of a standardized ACDFP surgical protocol using two different plate lengths: a 
shorter (22.5mm) and longer (32.5mm) version of the same plate (Atlantis, Medtronic, 
Memphis, TN) (Figure 2).  For each ACDFP procedure, a standard (12mm wide x 10mm 
deep x 5mm height) Delrin™ plastic graft was inserted into the intervertebral space and 
testing of plate size was randomized.  The plate was secured to the vertebrae using 
4.0mm diameter x 13.0mm length locking screws applied with a constant insertional 
torque (0.3Nm) measured with a torque-limiting screwdriver (Ryken, Clausen, Traynelis, 
& Goel, 1995). To conduct the repeated-measures testing of the two plate lengths, four 
screw holes were made in both the cranial and caudal vertebrae.  Due to the potentially 
compromised bone integrity from insertion of the four screws, the screw holes were 
augmented with approximately 2mL of PMMA bone cement (Simplex P, Stryker, 
Kalamazoo, MI) (Yao et al., 2014). 
Repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to determine the effect that each 
condition had on the absolute range of motion, for each type of movement independently. 
Post-hoc testing was performed with a Bonferonni adjustment and statistical significance 
was accepted at an alpha level of 0.05 for all statistical analyses.  All statistical tests were 
conducted with SPSS software version 21 (IBM corporation, Armonk, NY).  
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Figure 2: Placement of the 22.5 mm (A) and the 32.5 mm (B) ACDFP plates. Delrin® 
spacers were used as a bone graft surrogate. Cement was added to improve fixation 
during repeated tests. 
 
Figure 3: Comparison of the axial rotation mean range of  motion across the four 
conditions (a significantly different than all other conditions at p<0.05). 
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2.3 RESULTS 
Experimental testing in this study was completed without incident; all specimens 
except one were examined in the intact, injured, and two ACDFP scenarios. The 
specimen that was removed from testing had an autofusion that was not detected by the 
CT screening. Data for the flexion-extension and axial rotation trials of one specimen was 
also corrupted following testing and was excluded. Therefore, data analysis was 
performed using 10 specimens for lateral bending and 9 specimens for axial rotation and 
flexion-extension.  
 
Figure 4: Comparison of the lateral bending mean range of  motion across the four 
conditions ( a) significantly different than all other conditions at p<0.05). 
 
Overall, the UFP injury produced significantly greater motions compared to all 
other conditions for flexion-extension (p < 0.001), lateral bending (p < 0.001) and axial 
rotation (p < 0.001).  Although there was a decrease in axial rotation (Figure 3) and 
lateral bending (Figure 4), when both plates were compared to the pre-injury state, the 
differences were not significant.  In contrast however, with respect to for flexion-
extension (Figure 5), both plates contributed to a significant 2.5° decrease in the ROM, 
compared to the pre-injury state (p < 0.001).  Finally, there no significant differences 
were identified in the kinematic stability between the two plates for any of the three 
motions tested.   
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Figure 5: Comparison of the flexion-extension mean range of  motion across the four 
conditions (a)significantly different than all other conditions at p<0.05). 
 
2.4 DISCUSSION  
The aim of the current investigation was to determine the role of plate length on 
the kinematic stability of the ACDFP approach for instrumented fixation of a unilateral 
cervical facet dislocation type injury. It was hypothesized that an undersized plate would 
lead to reduced stability in all motions.  However, the results from this work rejected the 
proposed hypothesis as no difference was identified between the larger (32.5mm) and 
smaller (22.5mm) plate lengths for any of the motions tested.  This could be explained by 
the concept that the fixation points (i.e., the location of the screw-plate-bone interface) 
for both plates are located well beyond the fulcrum of intervertebral motion (Penning, 
1978). 
Previous research on this topic has suggested that plate fixation close to the 
adjacent disc level is associated with adjacent level ossification.  Therefore, avoiding the 
use of a larger plate when setting a facet fracture-dislocation may prevent ossification in 
these areas.  Park et al. who retrospectively studied lateral radiographs of 116 patients 
with fusion post ACDFP, showed that the plate to disc distance is directly related to 
adjacent level ossification and proposed a minimum plate to disc distance of 5mm to 
reduce the likelihood of this complication (J.-B. Park, Cho, & Riew, 2005). Larger plates 
may also increase the chance of adjacent level degeneration if they produce an anterior 
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longitudinal ligament or annulus fibrosis insufficiency, which may adversely affect the 
motion of the segment.  Although there are many factors that play a role in the complex 
issue of post fusion adjacent level degeneration (e.g., number of levels fused, cervical 
alignment, level of fusion), the results presented in the current study suggest that shorter 
plates maintain the stability of the injured level while avoiding the risks associated with 
larger plates (Johnson et al., 2004; J. Y. Park et al., 2013). 
Another important surgical complication associated with plate size is hardware 
failure. Johnson et al. reported a 13 % radiographic failure rate in the setting of a facet 
fracture with a concomitant fracture of the superior end plate in the caudal vertebra 
(Johnson et al., 2004). They noted that the majority of failures involved the pullout of the 
inferior screws and suggested an inverse correlation with failure and the distance between 
the inferior end plate and the lower screw. Although this is not consistent with current 
findings, the model used in this study was a fracture-dislocation that did not include an 
end plate fracture. Whether the addition of a destabilizing fracture would significantly 
influence the results of this study is not known but these results should not be generalized 
to this patient presentation. 
ACDFP achieved a more stable construct when compared to the pre-injured state 
for flexion-extension but was unable to limit motion by a similar magnitude for axial 
rotation or lateral bend. This finding is consistent with previous biomechanical studies 
utilizing a facet fracture-dislocation model (Melissa Nadeau et al., 2012). Although the 
current study did not find plate length to influence ROM for axial rotation or lateral bend, 
undersizing the graft has previously been shown to provide greater stability because it 
results in both an increased overlapping of the inferior and superior articular processes of 
the cephalad and caudal vertebrae respectively and locking of the uncovertebral joints 
(Yao et al., 2014). 
There are some potential limitations associated with this study that require 
consideration.  The testing performed here used only a single plate fixation system 
(Atlantis, Medtronic) and may not extrapolate to all fixation devices.  Another 
consideration that was not explored in this work is the stabilizing role of the spinal 
musculature.  Presumably though the stabilizing effect of the musculature would have 
had a similar effect for all testing conditions and therefore minimize the confounding 
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effect on our results. Some of the specimens were also osteoporotic and screw purchase 
achieved was not optimal. To overcome this issue, the screws tracks were cemented prior 
to plate attachment so to minimize the potential for loosening at the screw-bone interface. 
Finally, while this work reflects immediate postoperative construct stability, it did not 
assess the stability associated with cyclic loading to failure that may be more 
representative of in vivo loading patterns.  
In conclusion, the size of the plate used in an ACDFP procedure does not 
significantly affect the ROM of a C5-C6 motion segment subjected to a simulated facet 
dislocation. Based on these findings it can be advised that using a smaller plate is 
appropriate to reduce the potential risk of adjacent level degeneration while improving 
satisfactory stability. 
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3 CHAPTER 3: 
 
OVERVIEW: This chapter contains general discussion, the results of this work, final 
conclusion and future directions 
3.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION: 
 
 The aim of our study was to determine if plate length significantly alters the 
biomechanical kinematics of ACDFP when stabilizing a unilateral cervical facet 
dislocation. This is a unique injury type that had come under focus recently with multiple 
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studies, investigating different treatment options (M.	  Dvorak,	  Vaccaro,	  Hermsmeyer,	  &	  Norvell,	   2010;	   Nadeau	   et	   al.,	   2012). Fusion is the ultimate goal for any surgical 
intervention which can be done either by an anterior or posterior approach 	  (Kwon	  et	  al.,	  2007). To ensure a fusion a stable construct must be established.  For an ACDFP it was 
hypothesized that, an undersized plate would lead to reduced stability in all three motion 
planes, This is particularly relevant however for the motion of flexion and extension 
because previous work has demonstrated that under sizing the disc space during 
reconstruction for a unilateral facet injury adversely effects stability in the sagittal plane.	   
However, an undersized graft has been demonstrated to increase the stability of the 
ACDFP for both lateral bend and axial rotation.	   Therefore, with respect to this 
investigation, if a longer plate off-sets the adverse effect of under sizing the disc space 
graft in flexion-extension, then the advantages of using a undersized graft in lateral bend 
and axial rotation (as previously demonstrated) would be maintained.  This would lead to 
an overall stronger biomechanical construct.   
We tested the specimens in the intact state and found that the ROM between  specimens 
varied. This was not unexpected as the ages of specimens ranged from  59 to 80 years of 
age, which resulted in varying degrees of stiffness as a result of varying severities of 
degenerative disc disease and arthritis. In fact, the pre-testing CT analysis found that 
some specimens had autofused , and had to be disqualified. The advantage of including 
older specimens is that it allowed the results of the investigation to be more broadly 
generalized to adults with different pre-morbid cervical motion. 
The injury model for cervical flexion distraction injuries used was developed and 
validated in our lab (S.	  McLachlin	  et	  al.,	  2012), We were successful in generating this 
injury  and as a result in increasing expected ROM in all specimens. This result 
confirmed our first hypothesis. 
 
Our experimental hypothesis was that a small plate would result in less stability across all 
three planes of motion.  However, this hypothesis was rejected since our results showed 
no significant difference between the large and small plates in all ranges of motion. 
ACDFP achieved a more stable construct than the pre-injury state for  Flexion/Extension. 
This is well known that the plate will be the predominant stabilizer in Flexion/Extension . 
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ROM following ACDFP was not significantly different than intact for AR and LB. This 
finding is also consistent with that of previous studies using the same injury model	  (McLachlin,	  Nadeau,	  Bailey,	  Gurr,	  &	  Dunning,	  2012). This result is particularly relevant 
when considering that the size of the graft may play a significant role in stabilizing the 
construct,as previously demonstrated in our lab (Yao	   et	   al.,	   2014). It was shown  that 
changing the graft size effects locking of the uncovertebral joints resulting in a more 
stable construct when a smaller graft size is used. However, it is the author and mentors 
clinical experience that it is often difficult to “undersize” the intervertebral graft without 
it becoming displaced in the face of a significant facet fracture-dislocation.  Therefore, it 
is frequent that larger than wanted grafts are utilized which leads to a potentially less 
stable construct in AR and LB. These are motions that are shown in this work (and 
others) to be less adequately stabilized with an anterior cervical plate construct.  
Furthermore, the work has demonstrated that increasing the plate size will not improve 
the stability of the construct. 
 
 The fact that no significant difference in ROM was demonstrated between plate 
sizes might be explained by the fact that both plates fixation points are beyond the 
fulcrum of motion of the vertebrae. The last hypothesis was to examine the stability of 
the construct post ACDFP; as previously discussed this work shows that a plate needs be 
only large enough to span the disc space (other factors being equal such as adequate bone 
quality for screw engagement) to be sufficient for regaining stability of a subaxial  
motion segment post unilateral facet injury 
 
 Whether to use a large plate is clinically relevant since it has been proven in the 
literature to be associated with adjacent level ossification. Park Jb et al. retrospectively 
studied lateral radiographs of 116 patients who had solid fusion post ACDFP and showed 
that the plate to disc distance (PDD) is directly related to adjacent level ossification and 
proposed to have at least 5mm PDD so to reduce the likelihood of adjacent level 
ossification. The effect of changing the plate size on the stability of the construct was 
poorly investigated, as there was concern that small plates might result in suboptimal 
stability, hence negatively affecting the chance of fusion. Although larger plates may 
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increase the chances of adjacent level degeneration there are many factors that play a role 
in this complex issue, including: number of levels fused, cervical alignment, and level of 
fusion (Yang,	  Li,	  Zhang,	  He,	  &	  Xu,	  2012). We believe that using a large plate may result 
in damage to the anterior longitudinal ligament of adjacent level, negatively affecting its 
stability, which may be a further reason why those levels fail.  Further complication this 
matter is that although adjacent level ossification or degeneration can occur its not always 
symptomatic. Carrier CS et al did a systematic review to evaluate adjacent segment 
degeneration, and the rate of symptomatic adjacent level disease. He found the rate of 
adjacent segment degeneration to be as high as 47 % whereas symptomatic adjacent level 
disease was around 11%. This illustrates that not all adjacent level degeneration can 
result in symptomatic disease (Carrier,	   Bono,	   &	   Lebl,	   2013). With the invention of 
cervical arthroplasty it was hoped that the chances of adjacent level disease would 
reduce, however it didn’t significantly lower the rate of adjacent level disease (Park	  et	  al.,	   2013;	  Yang	  et	   al.,	   2012). The question remains as to whether this is a phenomena 
related to fusion or it’s a natural, inherent process of degeneration.  The level of evidence 
in this matter is still lacking and more research needs to be done to investigate it.  
 
Another important complication that might be influenced by plate size is hardware 
failure. Johnson mg et al.	     reported a 13%  radiographic failure  rate when the bilateral 
facet fracture had concomitant fracture of the superior endplate of the caudal vertebra 
involved in the injury (Johnson	  et	  al.,	  2004). They also noted that most failures involved 
the pullout of the caudal vertebra fused with screws cutting out inferiorly. They suggested 
an inverse correlation between construct failure and the distance between the inferior end 
plate and the lower screw. Lowery et al  studied the hardware failure in anterior cervical 
plate fixation to show that hardware failure is associated with multiple fusion levels; the 
more levels fused the higher the chance of fusion. Interestingly he found that most 
instrumentation failures occurred after failure of the graft to achieve union, proving that 
the non-union is the cause of failed hardware (Lowery	  &	  McDonough,	  1998). 
 
New techniques has recently been introduced to manage cervical flexion distraction 
injuries., This involves the use of an interbody spacer with a locked screw mechanism. 
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This technique has been used for degenerative disc disease however there was a recent 
biomechanical study by  Wojewnik et al evaluated the stability of these devices in the 
locked screw configuration. They found a 66% reduction in Flexion Extension ROM in 
injured specimens. They claim this is satisfactory and advise to use it in the sitting of 
trauma with the addition of external immobilization with a collar (Wojewnik	   et	   al.,	  2013). This technique may be the future standard of care for cervical fusion as it is low 
profile, with potentially fewer complications than ACDFP and less technically 
demanding. It might also prove to have a lower rate of adjacent level degeneration, as 
there is less chance of injury to anterior longitudinal ligament.  Until further evidence is 
available the standard of care will remain ACDFP and the importance of this work will 
remain valuable. 
3.2 LIMITATIONS 
 
There are some potential limitations associated with this study that require 
consideration.  The testing performed here used only a single plate fixation system 
(Atlantis, Medtronic) and may not extrapolate to all fixation devices.  Another 
consideration that was not explored in this work is the stabilizing role of the spinal 
musculature.  Presumably though the stabilizing effect of the musculature would have 
had a similar effect for all testing conditions and therefore minimize the confounding 
effect on our results. Some of the specimens were also osteoporotic and screw purchase 
achieved was not optimal. To overcome this issue, the screws tracks were cemented prior 
to plate attachment so to minimize the potential for loosening at the screw-bone interface. 
Finally, while this work reflects immediate postoperative construct stability, it did not 
assess the stability associated with cyclic loading to failure that may be more 
representative of in vivo loading patterns.  
3.3 CONCLUSION: 
 
 The size of the plate used in an ACDFP procedure does not significantly affect the 
ROM of a C5-C6 motion segment subjected to a simulated facet dislocation. The stability 
is achieved by restoring alignment through graft plate interaction. Based on these 
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findings it can be advised that using a smaller plate is appropriate to reduce the potential 
risk of adjacent level degeneration while providing satisfactory stability. 
 
3.4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS: 
 
 This model of testing can be utilized to investigate new surgical techniques not 
yet tested for traumatic injury like the above-mentioned interbody Devices, as 
biomechanical literature in this field is still lacking.  Also, whether an interaction exists 
between the influence of graft height and plate length on segmental spinal stability should 
be a focus of future work. Another important factor that needs to be studied is the fracture 
morphology and its effect on the stability of the construct. 
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4 APPENDIX A  GLOSSARY 
Allen-Ferguson System:  a classification system for cervical spine trauma based on the 
describe mechanism of injury  
Allograft: The transplant of an organ or tissue from one individual to another of the 
same species 
Annulus Fibrosus:  ring of fibrous tissue that encloses the  intervertebral disc 
Anterior:  In the front of an object  
Arthrodesis:  the process were the joint is removed and replaced by a fusion mass 
Articular:  Joint related or part of a joint 
Atlas:  first  cervical vertebra. 
Autograft:  The transplant of an organ or tissue within the same individual 
Axial Rotation: rotation of the spine about the superior-inferior axis 
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Axis:  second cervical vertebra  
Caudal:  situated beneath or inferior toward the foot 
Cephalic: situated above or superior toward the head  
Cervical Spine:  the seven vertebrae of the neck 
Corpectomy:  the surgical procedure where part of the vertebra or a whole vertebra 
removed. 
Discectomy:  surgical procedure where part of the intervertebral disc is removed 
Discoligamentous: the intervertebral disc and surrounding ligaments  
Dislocation: displacement of one or more bones at a joint 
Distraction:  severe separation of two vertebras 
Euler Angles:  to describe the orientation of three angles to define the dimension of an 
object 
Extension:  rotation of the spine in an anterior posterior direction around an axis  
Facet Joints:  a joint structure that connects two vertebrae through articular process 
Finite Helical Axis:  a vector which defines the axis of rotation of a moving object 
Flexion:  rotation of the spine about the medial-lateral axis in an anterior direction 
Foramen:  an opening through a bone which nerves, arteries, veins, etc. pass through 
Fracture: the act or process of breaking or the state of being broken 
Fusion:  surgical immobilization of a joint resulting in bony union across it 
Graft:  to implant tissue or organ in a living body 
Inferior:  in anatomy, used in reference to the lower surface of a structure, or to the 
lower of two (or more) similar structures 
In Vitro:  term describes procedure outside the living organism 
In Vivo:  within the living organism 
Intervertebral Disc:  tough elastic discs that are interposed between adjacent vertebrae 
Kinematics:  the branch of mechanics that studies  motion of one body with respect to 
another without external forces 
Lateral:  toward the side of an object 
Lateral Bending:  rotation of the spine about the anterior-posterior axis to left or right 
sides 
Laxity:  state of being lax or loose 
Medial:  situated towards the mid-line or the middle of the body  
MRI: magnetic resonance imaging 
Neutral Zone: region of no or little resistance to motion  
Nucleus Pulposes:  gel-like substance in the middle of the intervertebral disc 
Occiput:  posterior region of the skull 
Osseous:  bony  
Osteoarthritis:  a non-inflammatory degenerative joint disease of the skeletal system, its 
articulations, and associated structures 
Osteoligamentous:  both the bone (osseous) and ligaments structures combined 
Osteophyte: bony outgrowth caused by an inflammatory or degenerative process 
Perched facet:  excessive subluxation of inferior articular process on the superior 
articular process of the adjacent vertebra below immediately prior to dislocation 
Posterior:  situated behind toward the back 
Proximal:  situated in the beginning or near a point of attachment  
Range of Motion: the full range of motion achieved by a motion  
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Sagittal Plane:  the vertical passes anterior toposterior, divides the body into left and 
right lateral sides 
Six Degree-of-Freedom:  Six degrees of freedom refers to the freedom of 
movement of a rigid body in three-dimensional space  
Subaxial:  cervical vertebrae below the Axis (C2) 
Subluxation:  partial dislocation of a joint 
Superior: above, or directed upward  
Synovial Joint:  a joint surrounded by a capsule that is filled with a lubricating fluid 
Transverse Plane:  an imaginary  plane that divides the body into superior and inferior 
parts 
Unilateral: affecting one side of the body  
Vertebra(e): bones that make up the spinal column  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 Appendix B Raw Data from the experiments 
Specimen	   Intact	   Injured	   Small	  Plate	   Large	  Plate	  
Specimen	  1	   7.05	   24.58	   8.48	   10.58	  
Specimen	  2	   4.03	   19.4	   7.74	   6.99	  
Specimen	  3	   10.53	   13.54	   6.35	   6.68	  
Specimen	  4	   6.02	   20.05	   6.51	   7.02	  
Specimen	  6	   9.54	   24.44	   17.95	   18.11	  
Specimen	  7	   17.12	   26.55	   17.69	   17.83	  
Specimen	  8	   4.61	   16.26	   7.63	   7.22	  
Specimen	  9	   12.02	   27.82	   9.78	   11.74	  
Specimen	  11	   7.74	   17.21	   13.47	   7.41	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Table 1 AXIAL ROTATION ROM 
Specimen	   Intact	   Injured	   Small	  Plate	   Large	  Plate	  
Specimen	  1	   9.44	   24.51	   9.29	   8.43	  
Specimen	  2	   11.19	   17.74	   7.56	   9.66	  
Specimen	  3	   9.11	   18.56	   6.09	   7.44	  
Specimen	  4	   5.81	   14.81	   5.21	   5.19	  
Specimen	  6	   9.82	   16.2	   6.18	   6.01	  
Specimen	  7	   12.7	   15.24	   8.44	   7.27	  
Specimen	  8	   5.58	   14.39	   4.53	   3.97	  
Specimen	  9	   16	   20.44	   10.63	   10.66	  
Specimen	  11	   10.33	   15.51	   8.26	   8.2	  
Table 2 FLEXION EXTENSION ROM 
Specimen	   Intact	   Injured	   Small	  Plate	   Large	  Plate	  
Specimen	  1	   6.43	   18.79	   8.65	   6.77	  
Specimen	  2	   6.53	   17.14	   13.53	   14.89	  
Specimen	  3	   4.9	   9.52	   4.15	   3.6	  
Specimen	  4	   5.6	   13.39	   7.72	   6.97	  
Specimen	  6	   8.99	   13.45	   11.74	   7.23	  
Specimen	  7	   10.5	   14.73	   9.35	   13.59	  
Specimen	  8	   6.53	   9.15	   6.09	   5.51	  
Specimen	  9	   2.97	   12.95	   5.01	   4.32	  
Specimen	  11	   13.17	   20.26	   10.08	   14.77	  
Specimen	  12	   5.52	   9.71	   4.96	   5.52	  
Table 3 LATERAL BENDING ROM 
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